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Abstract
The reallocation of property rights at the transition from slavery to free labor in Brazil, the US
South, Jamaica, among others, were often followed by stagnation and even falls in GDP per capita.
One theory for the higher productivity of slaves claims it was the coercion available to slave-owners
and not to employers. A second argues that plantations were using various incentives to induce it –
more food, time-off etc. Loss of scale at abolition is the implied theory. In this paper, some recent
theories of the firm are used to study the incentive mechanisms when effort at multiple tasks must
be supervised. A principal-agent model is used to show how wrong incentives after abolition could
have induced former slaves to produce more peasant crops relative to the plantation staples which
yielded more GDP. If at the transition to free workers there is no technical progress or changes in
product prices, plantations may become unviable and the economy can collapse into lowerproductivity family farms or worse. An exception to this argument is the “gold rush” outcome
where the pulverized activity is so lucrative that growth can occur without hierarchical production
structures. In the absence of such windfalls, agents may resort to less efficient, incentive-compatible
mechanisms akin to sharecropping, tenancy and marginal-product wage labor which do not need the
supervision which firms provide.
Key words: Firms, labor markets, property rights, incentives, slave plantations.
JEL classes: D21, D23, J41, N30
__________________________________________________
*Ancient slavery is the case where the master offers no cooperating skills in a joint effort at
production. The master’s share would be coercive, like a tax. The analysis of this case was done by
Evsey Domar [1970], in economies with only labor and land, and constant returns. If land is in
surplus relative to labor, no one will choose freely to work for someone else. For a rentier class of
agents to emerge here, either access to land must be blocked, serfdom, or labor must be coerced,
slavery. Labor productivity must of course be above subsistence.
___________________________________________________
#Discussions with Maurício Bugarin at UnB and Jean-Luc Rosinger at the Federal University of
Santa Catarina (UFSC), Florianópolis, were extremely helpful, as were detailed comments by
Stanley Engerman on two precursors to the published version. Many useful suggestions were
received from seminar participants at UFSC, FGV-Rio de Janeiro, Tulane University, New Orleans
and the Dept of Economics, University of the West Indies, Jamaica campus.
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The transition from slave plantations to firms and labor markets
1. The historical background
The passage from slavery to labor markets was followed by falls in the average income per
person of most regions of the Atlantic economy which used this mode, despite exploding demand
for their products. In the reallocation of property rights at abolition, both ex-slaves and ex-masters
lost, as incomes in the US south, Brazil, Jamaica, among others, fell behind regions outside the
slave belt which began to grow rapidly with free migrant workers, in the same decades before 1914
during which the US north made the US the richest country in the world (see GDP per capita table
in Appendix C). Brazil’s GDPpc in 1913, for example, was less than it was in 1850. Jamaica took
nearly 100 years to return to its level of 1832, 2 years before abolition, and is the inspiration for the
“Babylon after” in the title of the original S&ES paper. Only one has caught up with the rich
regions despite some with high growth rates over many decades of the 20th century.
For us, the distinguishing feature of modern slavery is the perception by masters, mainly in
the Americas and from around the same time as the first industrial revolution, that they could obtain
more income from their slaves by offering both incentives and some complementary input in the
core activities of the plantation. This was the fundamental contribution of Fogel & Engerman’s
1974 book, Time on the cross, which caused a furious debate among US economic historians (see
especially Paul A. David et al [1976, 1979]) some of whom contested, unsuccessfully in our view
and Barzel’s [1977], their finding that the imputed real income of a slave on large plantations (>15
slaves) in the US cotton belt around 1860, was more than that of a free small farmer in the same
region. To explain why these folk did not offer to compete with slaves despite their lower incomes,
Fogel & Engerman attributed the difference to the psychic income derived from being free men.
Barzel’s interpretation of the extra food, time-off etc is that they were the biological complements
of the forced labor regime, with no incentive component. We shall contest both these theories.
Unlike Barzel, we claim that it is not necessary to know whether, under slavery, an
incentive component was present or not, or even whether the plantation offered no expertise or
managerial ability but just physical punishment or the threat of it. Once the data on the higher
productivity of slaves are accepted as true, a crucial step in the debate, one can use economic theory
to check whether a free labor regime can reproduce it or not. The extra output is available for
creating incentives to induce free agents to accept the discipline required of supervised employees,
so that the re-distribution of incomes at abolition need not be the inferior Nash equilibrium, the
Prisoners’ Dilemma in a non-cooperative, positive-sum game where the two sides are unable to
reach the superior outcome for both.
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Eisenberg’s work on the dominant sugar industry in Pernambuco, Northeast Brazil, 18401910 [1974 p.213-4] gives the clue to our theoretical argument for the link between the role of
supervision and the fall in incomes:
“after the early 1870s, the wage rate fell steadily. All three types of free labor (squatters,
sharecroppers, and wage workers) could be hired and fired at will, without complications
of contract or indemnizations …. one cannot escape the conclusion that in the later 19th
century, they enjoyed little material advantage over the slave”.
Slavery was still legal then but the Northeast sugar planters were increasingly selling theirs to the
coffee planters in Sao Paulo. He noted further that the apparently “better” treatment of slaves may
well have been the source of Gilberto Freyre’s polemical thesis on the paternalism of the
Northeast’s slave masters. Our model can explain this without resort to altruism as in Freyre, or to
economies of scale as in Fogel & Engerman, but as the reward for taking orders which, like in a
firm, is justified by the gains to both parties from supervision of one by the other. With the
technology of the time, it was probably the economics of supervision which needed scale rather
than the other way round.
Under slavery, however, coercion can never be dismissed entirely. Or to put it in the
language of the model, since slaves did not have the right to quit, it is likely that plantations paid
them less than if they did, even if, as Fogel & Engerman claimed, they paid them more than free
small farmers earned in the same region. The problem we will try to solve is why after abolition,
free workers did not reproduce the higher productivity.
During slavery, free workers seeking a spot wage would not be hired even though their
intrinsic skills may be identical to that of a slave, because the wage regime would not be able to
offer efficient incentives when effort at multiple tasks must be coordinated in complex ways. Thus
we have a better explanation than Fogel & Engerman’s psychic income theory. We shall see that
under slavery, a free worker would need to be offered more than a slave to induce him to accept the
discipline of the plantation, provided the slave´s right to quit had positive value. Thus, supervisory
and incentive schemes cannot be the same for free workers, even if under slavery, legal sanctions
against the use of violence existed and were effective.
At abolition, we will show, the plantation would have to change its incentive scheme. It will
not necessarily be worse off because it will no longer have to pay out the capital rentals of the slave
contract. It does not have to buy its workers. In fact, slavery would be redundant if these rents were
greater than any potential reduction in its gross income at abolition, either due to higher worker
payments and/or to loss in revenue resulting from induced changes in the output mix.
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These remarks will become clearer after we formalize the ideas below but a bit of
elementary microeconomics may help now. Figure 1 in Appendix C shows the 4 institutions of
modern capitalism, the 3 markets as circles, for labor, capital and product, and the hierarchical firm
as a triangle. In fact, as it stands the figure is contradictory. All 4 cannot coexist in any given
industry. This follows from the Euler theorem as applied to a production function with constant
returns to scale, a property necessary in the neighborhood of minimum long-run average cost for a
competitive equilibrium to exist. For example, if all 3 markets are functioning, factors will receive
their marginal products and their cost will exhaust the revenue of the firm at the competitive price
for the product. The hierarchical firm will have no economic role. All the incentives will be in the
markets. In business school language, the firm has no slack with which to create its own incentives.
Solow’s growth theory was based on this microeconomics, a fact which made it almost
surely out-of-date some 50 years before its publication. Another 30 years were needed for the
paradigm shift to market power as the engine. For in modern capitalism, the product market is
usually sacrificed to yield monopoly profits for the hierarchical firm’s incentives. Under modern
slavery, it was the labor market, since plantations faced competition for their products, and
ownership of slaves could be financed in capital markets. In Soviet Russia, all 3 markets were
sacrificed, even labor. The Bolsheviks believed that hierarchical enterprises could have provided all
the incentives. So we see that under slavery, the absence of a labor market would have allowed the
slack for the plantations to create incentives for the supervision which generated the higher
productivity. Like modern oligopolies, plantations may have used some of their super-profits for
incentives to their slaves, throwing up the polemical data Fogel & Engerman encountered.
2. A model for the transition
The model uses some recent theories of the firm based on incentives and power (for a
survey see Holmstrom [1999]) to study this failure of the Coase doctrine that, in the absence of
transaction costs, property rights determine only the distribution but not total income. It shows how
wrong incentives at abolition can induce inefficient choices, in levels, of 2 activities. One can be
carried out by a single agent, working alone. The other activity requires a second complementary,
cooperating type 2 agent for its execution. Neither activity needs physical capital. When done
outside the plantation, the first is a stylized version of a single-family, small farm. It is not
necessarily confined to subsistence crops. For example in Jamaica such farms even today grow
bananas for export. In late 19th century Brazil, many raised cattle and planted food crops for local
markets. The second activity, combined with the skill and effort of the type 2 agent, the master, is
the core of a stylized plantation.
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What is important here is that we assume that the incentives for the effort at the two
activities by the type 1 agent is better designed by the type 2 who made the fixed investment up
front. However, even under slavery, he must offer suitable incentives to induce effort levels that are
an effective combination with the complementary inputs of the plantation. Asymmetric information
is not explicit in this simplified model, but it is crucial to the argument. The issue can be understood
if, unlike here in our simplified model, one supposed there were increasing returns to labor in the
plantation staple. With increasing returns, the notion that individual effort is observable by an
outside party (verifiable) becomes tenuous.
2.1 The general framework
There are two products y1, y2 both of which are sold on markets at perfectly competitive
prices p1, p2. Later, we shall simplify the model by using p 

p1

p2

, the relative price. y1 is the

good the slave or free worker can produce without the inputs of the plantation, his kitchen garden
crop, and y2 is the plantation staple.
There are two types of agents:
Type 1: can exert effort at two different activities, e1 ,e2. At activity 1, an effort level e1
produces y1  Re1 , Re1   0, Re1   0 , without need of the second type of agent’s input. At
activity 2, an effort level e2 produces y2 = e2, provided the complementary skills of a type 2 agent
are joined. Activity 1 is the type 1’s garden crop, while activity 2 yields the plantation staple.
Under slavery, type 1 agents will be the slaves.
Type 2: have special skills (marketing, production know-how, coordination) or other inputs
(e.g. equipment) which are complementary to type 1 agents’ effort e2 at producing y2. For
simplicity, assume fixed proportions and linearity (crs) in the effort levels of the two types. We will
assume that it is the type 2 agent who makes the irreversible investment (in equipment, acquiring
skills etc). All these can be subsumed under the rubric of his effort level which he will set first, and
then design an incentive scheme to induce the type 1 to choose the correct effort level e2 for activity
2, the plantation staple. The same scheme may induce different reactions by the type 1 agents
depending on whether they are slaves or free workers.
We will focus initially on the type 1 agent’s incentives and decisions to allocate effort
levels e1, e2 between the two tasks, which we assume to be equally disagreeable to him, and nonseparable in their disutility. We will show later that the functional form chosen now for disutility of
his effort is such that if at abolition there is no change of incentives, he will exert the same total
effort but allocate more of it to activity 1, his garden crop.
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Type 1 agent’s utility: Max U  1Re1    2e2  1 e1  e2 2
{e1 , e2 }
2
subject to e1 , e2  0
The property rights regime and incentive scheme will determine the values of 1 ,  2 , the
share of the revenue from the two goods accruing to this agent.
Given 1 ,  2 , and assuming that the non-negativity constraints are not binding, his chosen
effort levels will be determined by:

1 R  e1   e1  e2 , R  e1   0, R  e1   0


e2   2  e1



..............(1)

We will now study firstly, how the slavery regime would determine the output mix, and
then how this would change if, at abolition, the plantation did not modify its incentive scheme.
Specifically, we will show that if it didn’t, the freed slave would want to produce more of y1 and
less of y2. If the prices of the two products are such that the increased output of the garden crop, y1,
does not compensate in value for the decrease in the plantation staple, then there will be a fall in
GDP at abolition even though the ex-slave’s income may rise, provided the plantation does not
modify its incentive scheme or abandon the activity altogether. Finally, we will show how the
plantation can modify its incentives in a way that they both benefit. In the new schemes, it will be
operating like a firm in that it must satisfy the participation constraint of its workers, but will use
supervision instead of an incentive compatible contract to induce an efficient allocation of effort.
Two regimes are studied, slavery and abolition:
1. Slavery: if the type 1 agent is the slave of the type 2, 1 , 2 are the latter’s incentives to
him. The type 2 agent will maximize his share of the output by choosing 1 , 2 so as to induce the
correct effort levels e1, e2 by the type 1. Because of his fixed investment up front, he will want to
induce the slave to allocate more effort to the cooperative activity. Slavery, we assume, allows the
type 2 the power to limit in some way the slave’s activity 1. In practice, this can mean, for example,
an order not to work in his kitchen garden until say Saturday after midday.
We formalize this power of the master by  , the share of the revenue of the 2 activities the
slave is allowed to keep. The master will set:

1   p1;  2   p2 ; 0    1; .
p
  S
R  e1   2
The slave will then choose: 
p1


e2S   p2  e1S
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The rationale for this scheme lies firstly in the fact that his effort levels will depend not only
on  but on the regime. Secondly, increases in  will induce the slave to increase his total effort
but all the extra will go to the plantation staple (see figure 1 below). Thirdly, as we shall see, the
slave will always produce less of his garden crop and allocate more of the same total effort to the
plantation staple than a free worker. If it weren’t for the lack of the right to quit and the threat of
violence, this arrangement is similar to those in modern hierarchical firms.
Given the product prices, the level of  can be chosen by the master to maximize his profit.
Since in theory he does not have to satisfy the participation constraint of his slave, this is a strong
assumption as it may lead to various forms of resistance and even flight. Under slavery therefore,
some masters may well have respected the constraint. In any case, whatever may be the  under
slavery, we shall assume that it is not enough to induce the slave to continue to accept the discipline
of the plantation. Put another way, we want to assume that at abolition, the right to quit had positive
value to the slave and we shall show how to calculate it (see Section 2.4).
2. Free workers at abolition with no change of incentives:
If the type 1 agent is now a free worker, 1  p1 because he can keep all the y1 revenue,
since for this activity he does not need the type 2 agent’s skills. Let  2 be a simple sharecrop
incentive based on some part  of the revenue from activity 2 which needs the type 2 agent’s input.
Later we shall study more complex mechanisms which require supervision by hierarchical firms. So
the type 1 agent’s incentives will be:

1  p1 ; 2   p2 ; 0    1
Substituting in equation (1), this agent’s best response, e1F , e2F will be given by:

R  e1F   

p2
p1

e   p2  e
F
2

F
1

Since e1F is given by Re1   


...  i  

...(ii ) 

p2

p1

...........(2)

, 0    1, Re1   0 we must have: e1F  e1S . And

from (ii) in (2), e2F  e2S . That is, at abolition, free workers will want to exert more effort at activity
1 and less at activity 2 than slaves, if there is no re-organization of incentives within the plantation.
Also    e1F  because Re1   0  e2F  .
This means that as his share of revenue from activity 2 increases, the now free type 1 agent
will want to reduce his effort at activity 1, his garden crop, and increase it at activity 2. The role of
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 in the incentive scheme will now be weakened since the effort e2F at the plantation staple will
always be less than the slave’s, except at  = 1. For a completely free agent, namely one not
subject voluntarily to a supervisory limit on his garden crop as in a firm, his marginal effort at the
two activities must be compensated by the full marginal product of each activity. This requires that

 = 1. Since activity 2 needs effort by both agents, no regime, slavery or free labor, can achieve
this solution since the type 2 agent’s share would be zero. In the language of Makowski & Ostroy
[1995], full appropriation of his social contribution by each agent in their exchange is impossible
here, so that introducing a market for it, meaning price-taking behavior, will not lead to social
efficiency. The model thus creates a role for supervision by one agent of the other, in the plantation
under slavery, and in the firm with free labor.
If land were a free good and the only other input for the garden crop, then at some product
prices and productivities of effort, both types may earn more by devoting themselves solely to this
activity, assuming that the type 2 can also be farmers. The type 2’s special skills would be
worthless. It would be socially efficient to disband the plantations and have both types turn to
activity 1. We can call this the “gold rush” outcome, though historically it seems to have been valid
in the late 19th century for some staples (wheat, wool) of the rich primary exporters like Argentina
and Canada. Neither will the firm be efficient in this case. Only if the garden crop should have
increasing returns to labor, in the orthodox sense of higher labor productivity when more men work
together, would an incentive exist for a supervisor or coordinator to emerge, and thus a role for the
hierarchical firm. A second way to see this notion of efficiency under slavery is to think of the free
farmer who is denied access to the plantation’s complementary input. He may well be earning less
than the slave. Yet, while slavery is legal, the plantation would not want to offer him the same 
unless he accepts its discipline and in effect become a slave, simply because that  was designed
for an agent who did not have the right to quit.
2.2 Simplification by using the relative price
We show now that by using the relative price, p  p1

p2

, both slave and free worker will

continue to choose the same total effort, but this total will no longer depend on these prices. This
simplifies the analysis because for given  , incentive compatibility will be defined using only
income, without the need to study total effort levels simultaneously.
The type 1 agent’s utility becomes:
When free: U F e1 , e2   pRe1   e2 

1
e1  e2 2
2
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When slave: U S e1 , e2    pRe1   e2 

 for given  ,

1
e1  e2 2
2

e1  e2   whether slave or free.

Figure1 illustrates the simplified problem for type 1 agents. It is drawn assuming that the
non-negativity constraints on effort are not binding. The figure looks like but is not a maximization
problem in income subject to a linear constraint on total effort. The lower line is the necessary
condition for the unconstrained optimum given above, namely total effort must equal  for both
slave and free worker. Total effort is not additive because of the quadratic. The other necessary
condition says that the gradient of the iso-income curves for both must equal -1 at the optimum.
This is also the gradient of the iso-effort lines. As  is increased, both slaves and free workers will
increase their total effort, but the garden crop of the slave will stay constant.

Iso-income curve when β=1

e1* , e2*
e2 

Figure 1

Iso-effort lines

e1S , e2S
e2F
45

45

e1S

e1F

e1 

2.3 Incentive compatibility and the need for firms
In this simple model the value of  , the type 1 agent’s share of one or both crops, will
characterize incentive compatibility for both slave and free worker at abolition. While we will show
now that neither the plantation nor the firm will satisfy this restriction, it is needed in order to see
what can happen at abolition. We studied the comparative statics of the two optimization problems,

I S I F
,
slave and free, using the envelope theorem to obtain the gradients
, assuming that
 

e1 , e2  0 hold:
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I F
 e2F     


...(i )

I S
 pR  e1S   e2S     


...(ii )

e2F    , e2S    are functions of  . Since we know that e2F     e2S    for 0    1,
these gradients imply that :

I F I S

 
and

I S I F
,
 0 for 0    1, if e1 , e2  0
 

Since we want to assume that I S  I F at    S , its value at abolition, and since we know
that I S  I F at   1, these gradients imply that I S  I F for all   1 . This result makes the
model very interesting for the economics of abolition. We assume here that the values of the

 

 

parameters at abolition are such that I F  S  I S  S . We shall call this the case where slavery
was not redundant (for reason, see below). Since we have proved that  determines the same total
effort for both slaves and free workers, this implies that U F     U S    ,    0,1 , and so no
matter how much the plantation increases  , the free worker will still have an incentive to produce
more of it and less of the staple than the plantation would want, a form of shirking. Even if his
participation constraint is satisfied, incentive compatibility is impossible. If this scheme remains the
efficient one, then in the vision of Holmstrom & Milgrom [1994] and Rajan & Zingales [1998], the
plantation would have to become a firm. The inter-action between the monitoring scheme for
shirking and the worker’s outside option (the dole) was the focus of the efficiency-wage theory of
Shapíro & Stiglitz [1984].
Figure 2 below illustrates the no-redundancy case.

US
US  
U

F


  

Figure 2

UF

0



S

^

1
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If supervision was not required at abolition with    S , the slave’s income would be
higher than the equivalent free worker’s:

I S   S  pR  e1   e2   pR  e1    S e2  I F
for the same total effort level, determined by  S . Slavery would be redundant if the slave’s
participation constraint is also satisfied. The two together yield a sufficient condition for
redundancy but I S  I F is not necessary. We shall see that a firm with free workers can also
operate at a value of  where I S  I F , by using supervision and the right to fire shirkers to
overcome the moral hazard problem. However, it must satisfy their workers’ participation
constraints. So slavery can still be redundant even if I S  I F .
How then can we refine our definition of redundancy of the slave regime? Since it will not
have to buy its free workers, the plantation would save the capital rentals on the slave contract. So
we can say that slavery would be redundant if these rentals were greater than any reduction in gross
income at abolition, either due to higher worker payments and/or to loss in revenue resulting from
changes induced in the output mix.
Since redundancy is not assumed, we need to claim only that I S ( S)  I F ( S ) at abolition.
Slave prices are not needed for this. Obviously, if the intention to abolish the slave regime were
credible, these prices would fall to zero, even if slavery were not redundant in our sense.
2.4 Possible “indenture” contracts after abolition
Although we use the historical term “indenture” for the incentives which the plantations
could have used to induce free workers to accept its restriction on the garden crop, they are not the
long-term contracts found in the history texts. Indentured or bonded labor, servants in British legal
terminology even before their resort to slavery in the Americas, describes the situation of a free
worker who signs a contract to work for an employer for an extended period, usually 5 to 10 years,
in return for wages and other benefits. In our model, indenture simply means accepting voluntarily
the authority of the plantation to restrain production of the garden crop. In theory, no third party is
required for enforcement once the plantation had the right to fire “shirkers”. The common element
which justifies the term “indenture” is the supervision needed in both.
Two schemes were studied which the plantation can use to induce a free worker to accept
its discipline and restrain his effort at his garden crop. They are:
(i)The plantation can maintain the same value  S it used during slavery but in addition, pay a
lump sum per period, a sweetener S, equal to the extra income the worker would earn if he
were to reject the “tax” (1-  S ) and produce his garden crop at the level that is rational for
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 S, where:

S  I F  S   IS  S 
His total effort would be the same as under slavery.




(ii) It can increase the value of  S to  where U F (  S )  U S (  ) , and pay no sweetener.


At  , the free worker would have the same utility he should have had at abolition, if he were


to reject the discipline of the plantation then. If he accepts  , he would have to work harder
than as a slave, but he will earn more.
Figure 2 above illustrates the 2 contracts. Since both yield the same utility to him, S is the
upper-limit of an estimate of the value to the slave of the right to quit at abolition. It may not be
consensual since, as we indicated earlier, the plantation may have already paid out part of S to avoid
slave resistance.
Both schemes will require supervision because of the moral hazard they induce, since

U F (  )  U S (  ) for all . The one the plantation should offer will depend on which is more
profitable for it. This will be determined in the general case by the relative price of the two products
and their technologies which, under slavery, would also have fixed  S . If to avoid slave resistance,
plantations did not choose  S strictly to maximize profit, then this  S would also enter the
calculation (for details, see De Castro [2004]).
2.5 The fall in GDP at abolition if no change in incentives
GDP is the total income of the two agents, equal to the total product, Y S under slavery, and
Y F after abolition:

Y S  pRe1S   e2S ; Y F  pRe1F   e2F
As  is increased, the slavery regime will increase both the GDP as well as the slave’s
share. The second is about distribution. The first is about growth, our focus here. We want to know
whether at abolition, the prices, production techniques and  S were such that the change of regime
will cause a fall in GDP. In this exercise we do not want to assume that slavery was redundant, and
so at abolition, the slave would have an incentive to increase his garden crop since his income
would be higher for the same total effort.
In De Castro [2004], we obtained bounds for p, the relative price of the products of the two
activities, such that the two outcomes are compatible, namely, assuming slavery was not redundant
at abolition, there will be a fall in GDP:
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B( p)  p  A( p) where:

A( p) 

e

F
1

 e1S 

R  e1F   R  e1S 

; B( p) 

 S  e1F  e1S 

R  e   R  e   1    R  e 
F
1

S
1

S

S
1

Example: R  e1   e1 , with no change of incentives at abolition.
Case: p =1  B(p) = 0.4486 ; A(p) = 2.0406

 S = 0.375; YS = 0.6250; YF = 0.6124 = IF because e2F = 0.
Case: p = 0.6325  B(p) = 0.3315 ; A(p) = 1.4460

 S = 0.45; Y S = 0.5500; Y F = 0.4243 = I F because e2F = 0.
In both cases GDP falls at abolition if the plantation does not modify its incentives. When
its staple is more lucrative (p smaller), the fall is much greater. In both cases however, there would
be a drastic redistribution of the reduced total income to the ex-slaves since with e2F = 0, they would
want to abandon the plantation staple completely. In that case the plantation may want to switch to a
crop which is equally lucrative without supervision but this may leave the ex-slaves with the lower
incomes of free farmers, the outside option for freed slaves. In the switch, GDP will fall. This
perhaps may be a universal dilemma at every change of regime – growth versus distribution.
3. Insights for a growth theory
Although these former Atlantic slave economies eventually began to grow again, only the
US south has closed the gap with the richer regions. Even so it took nearly 100 years to do so. Most
of the world’s economies also have not closed the gap, as these regions are clearly among the
richest (See Graph 1 in Appendix C). How then can we generalize the argument to the point where
it can become a growth theory valid for all economies?
The argument of the theory is that if world market prices and technology did not change at
abolition, those former slave economies which were unable to maintain the hierarchical managerial
structure with free workers would not reproduce the higher productivity of the plantations. The
formal microeconomic argument is now well understood. If the cost of supervision is lower than the
(welfare) loss to both of two complementary agents in a more lucrative, joint activity that is made
unviable due to one party (the principal) having to pay out more to the other (the agent) than the
value of the latter’s outside option in order to get him to perform in the joint activity at the correct
level without supervision, then both can gain by a supervisory coordinating and monitoring scheme.
A rough measure of the static welfare loss after abolition is the fall in GDP.
The underlying economic rationale for these managerial structures, we suggest, is that for
certain emerging technologies, any incentive-compatible schemes designed to overcome moral
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hazard problems in the employer-employee transactions were less productive than the managerial
hierarchies. The historiography of the so-called, second industrial revolution abounds with studies
of the large-throughput, continuous process industries which needed them – steel, chemicals from
coal, petroleum refining, electricity generation, the processing of vegetable oils etc. If it were not
for its labor and land intensive agricultural operations, cane sugar production and refining would fit
easily into this category. The relevant generalization then is that if an economy was unable to
implement with free workers, the management schemes of these large production units, whether in
agriculture or industry, it will not accompany the growth in incomes of the emerging leaders.
There were, of course, some economies which achieved high incomes by 1900 without
many such structures or even significant industrial activity. For example we can mention the
success of the family wheat farms of the US mid-west. These economized on managerial
supervision despite the introduction of machines which in turn required larger areas for each farm.
In more populous Western Europe, this transition would be less viable, at least for low value crops
like grains. The other rich, primary exporters of the period such as Australia and Argentina
demonstrate characteristics that seem to allow a similar explanation. And to take the opposite type
of exception, there were those economies which set up the more productive, hierarchical structures
in only one or two sectors while leaving the workers in the rest at near subsistence, the phenomenon
of dualism.
The common element in the success at growth, when it occurs, of either type of governance,
namely managerial structures or pulverized units, is technical progress. So the correct underlying
hypothesis is whether an economy can provide the incentives for the generation and implementation
of technological innovations, and not so much the type of production unit. However, if the activity
requires managers for economic viability and growth, then it is likely that a former slave economy
would be less able to sustain it for lack of consensus over the incentives. Various mechanisms for
third party interventions (labor legislation, trade unions and labor courts) may be required,
especially at start-up when the firm still has no reputation for fair treatment of its workers. If these
were missing or ineffective, it is likely that the economy will not introduce such innovations and
will stagnate even when it obtains workers from elsewhere whose opportunity costs are lower than
its former slaves.
As a tentative hypothesis we suggest that one legacy of slavery and abolition, which may
well be shared by other environments, is the inability to sustain large firms which use supervision as
a mechanism in their incentive schemes. Although there are many activities in a rich economy
which are done by small, family businesses which operate mainly in spot markets with marginal
benefit incentives, it is highly likely that they obtain their innovations from spillovers, free or
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bought, from the true engines. The other main type of production unit to generate innovations is the
public and quasi public enterprises like state companies and research universities. These can
replicate most of the mechanisms for supervised labor mobilized by the monopolies and oligopolies
of modern capitalism. The supervisors however would not be subject to the discipline of the capital
market, which implies that the incentives they offer to their supervised may well be different in
spite of the labor markets both institutions face.
This insight for growth theory comes from a comparison between the US north and south in
the late 19th century. By 1890, when the first federal law against cartels was passed (the Sherman
anti-trust act), large enterprises were being put together in several sectors in the US north –
petroleum and sugar refining are two famous examples. Such institutions were absent from early
British capitalism which had served as the model for the neoclassical theory. We surmise that these
“big businesses”, the visible hand of monopoly power, were the crucial ingredient in the US
overtaking the British level of income before 1914.
So a general growth theory for all economies may be the ability or otherwise to sustain
large enterprises which use supervision and other complex incentive schemes to allocate labor.
Curiously, this is not a world of Solow’s marginal-product incentives and perfectly competitive
markets which leave no economic role for the firm. In those sectors where in the 20th century some
have become one of the two major sources of the innovations which drive growth, failure to do so
can be fatal. The secret may not have been just markets. It may have been how to decide on which
markets to suppress, to make room for the incentives of firms.
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Appendix A
( i) Proof of the envelope result (ii) in section 4.3. This analysis assumes that e1 , e2  0.
1. MAX

I    pR  e1   e2   f  e1 , e2 ;  

s.t. e1  e2     0

or

g e1 , e2 ;    0

Let the optimal solution be IS, e1S , e2S . That is:
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I S   pRe1S   e2S 
2. By the envelope theorem:
I S
f
g


 pR e1S   e2S  




3. Find  , the Lagrange multiplier for this problem:
L   pRe1   e2   e1  e2   

L
 pRe1     0
e1
L
     0    
e2
L
 e1  e2    0




I S
 pR e1S   e2S  


QED

(ii) Proof of result (i) in section 4.3 is similar.
(iii) Proof of B  p   p  A  p  in section 4.6


 

1. Y  Y  pRe   e  pRe   e
2. Add e  e   e  e  to both sides and rearrange:
pRe   Re  e  e

(a) We need to prove: if Y S  Y F and e1S  e2S  e1F  e2F , then p < A(p)
S

F

S
2

S
1

S
1

S
2

F
2

F
1

S
1

F
1

S
1

F
1

F
1

F
2

3. Multiply by –1 and rearrange gives the result (a)



 

QED



(b) We need to prove: if IF > IS and e1S  e2S  e1F  e2F , then p > B(p)
The proof is similar to result (a).

Appendix B
Proof that firms are never redundant in the Cobb-Douglas case: Re1   e1 (see section
4.4).
(i)

Substitute Re1   e1 in the envelope result from appendix A:

1
I S
1

  p  1   1  2 




 p 
I F
 


  

1
1

provided e1, e2 > 0

 2
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If   1 and p 

1

S
F
then I , I  0 at   1

 

S
F
To get I  I for 0    1 , we must also have  < 1.



(ii)

To get IF > IS, for 0<   1 we must have:


  
p

 p 

 1

1

  


 p 

 1



 1 
  p

 p 

 1

 1 


 p 

1

 1

After manipulation, this becomes:
 p 


  

1
1



 p 
 p

  

1

which reduces to   1, p  0, 0    1.

QED

Appendix C
GDP/head: Selected Countries, Americas, 19th century*
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$
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1
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24.0
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Brazil
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1840
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Cuba

$ const. 1985

.

1775

1832
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Maddison
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*Table taken from De Castro [2004].
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Graph 1: Incomes per Capita Relative to India

From: R. Feenstra & G.Clark [2001] Figure 1.
Figure 1: Firms and Markets
All 4 institutions shown cannot co-exist. For example, if all 3 markets are functioning, the
firm will have no economic role. Modern capitalism suppresses the goods market, Q.
Slavery lacked the labor market, L, but inserting it meant one of the others had to go.
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End of extract

